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Waco, Texas, siege event, 1993

Tasking:
Move to the optimum position/location and describe the event in the last stages of the siege.
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Additional feedback
At about 9:30 a.m. agents of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms attempt to execute arrest and
search warrants against David KORESH and the Branch Davidian compound. Gunfire erupts. Four ATF
agents are killed and 16 are wounded. An undetermined number of Davidians are killed and injured. Within
a few hours, the FBI becomes the lead agency for resolving the standoff. Jeff JAMAR is named the on-site
commander. By the afternoon, advance units of the FBI's Hostage Rescue Team (HRT) arrive, and
telephone conversations are under way between KORESH, Steve SCHNEIDER, and Wayne MARTIN on one
side and the ATF's Jim CAVANAUGH and Waco Police Lt. Larry LYNCH on the other. KORESH discloses that
he has been wounded in the hip and left wrist. KORESH is allowed to broadcast his religious teachings on
Dallas radio KRLD and does a CNN telephone interview. Michael SCHROEDER, a Branch Davidian, is killed
while he tries to return to the main building. Texas Rangers begin an investigation but are barred by the FBI
from continuing. At about 5:30 p.m., JAMAR arrives at Waco and chooses Byron SAGE of the FBI as chief
negotiator. President CLINTON follows events closely throughout the day.[
At 5:59 a.m., SAGE telephones the Davidians, notifying them of an imminent tear-gas assault. SAGE reads a
message over the loudspeaker, advising the Davidians that they are under arrest and should come out. At
6:02 a.m., two FBI combat engineering vehicles, or CEVs, begin inserting gas into the compound through
spray nozzles attached to a boom. At 6:04 a.m., the Davidians start shooting, and the FBI begin deploying
Bradley vehicles to insert ferret rounds through the windows. At 6:31, the HRT reports that the entire
building is being gassed. At about 7 a.m., RENO and senior advisors go to the FBI situation room. At 7:30, a
CEV breaches the front side of the building on the first floor as it injects gas, and at 7:58 a.m., gas is
inserted in the second floor of the back-right corner of the building. The FBI calls for more gas from outside
Waco, and at 9:20 a.m., 48 more ferret rounds arrive from Houston. At about 9:30 a.m., with the supply of
ferret rounds dwindling, one CEV is having mechanical troubles, and high winds are blowing the gas away.
Another CEV begins enlarging the opening in the middle-front of the building "from which the Davidians
could escape" and a third CEV with a boom but lacking a gas delivery system breaches the rear side of the
building "to create openings near the gymnasium." At about 11 a.m., (Washington time) RENO talks to
CLINTON, saying everything seems to be going well, and she leaves for a judicial conference in Baltimore at
11:30 a.m.. The CEV without a gas delivery system breaches the back side of the compound, concentrating
on the back right corner near the warehouse-gymnasium. At 11:40 a.m., the last ferret rounds are
delivered. At 11:45 a.m., a wall on the right-rear side of the building collapses. At 12:07 p.m., the Davidians
start "simultaneous fires at three or more different locations within the compound." An HRT observer
reports seeing "a male starting a fire" in the front of the building. At 12:12 p.m., SAGE calls on KORESH to
lead the Davidians out to safety. Nine Davidians flee the compound and are arrested. At about 12:25 p.m.,
the FBI hears "systematic gunfire" coming from the compound, leaving several agents the impression that
the Davidians are either killing themselves or each other. At 12:41, fire-fighting efforts begin. HRT agents
enter tunnels to search for survivors, especially children. In the afternoon at an unspecified time HUBBELL
speaks to McLARTY. After her appearance on ABC's television program "Nightline," RENO talks again to
CLINTON.
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/waco/pictures.html
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